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HRK Remembered

H. Raymond King was Headmaster at Wandsworth School from 1932 to 1963. He succeeded Dr H. Waite who had held the post since 1900. Two headmasters in 63 years suggests stability and a devotion to duty. To H. Raymond King duty, diligence and respect
were extremely important. The son of a railwayman he attended King Edward V1 School
at East Retford; leaving at the age of eighteen to join the army and serve on the Western
Front. He rose to the rank of Company Sergeant Major and won the D.C.M, M.M and
Croix de Guerre for bravery. In 1919 he went up to Cambridge and ended his time there
at the University Training College for Teachers.
He had chosen his profession and after teaching at Westminster School and Portsmouth
Grammar School he joined Scarborough High School as Headmaster where he developed
and introduced the set system we all remember proudly from our days at Wandsworth. He
entered the London County Council educational system as headmaster at Forest Hill in
1930 and accepted the post at Wandsworth two years later.
H. Raymond King
CBE; DCM; MM;
Croix de Guerre; MA (Cantab)

Presentation

On the 11th December 2007, Phil Hope
the MP for Corby kindly presented a
cheque on behalf of The Old
Wandsworthians' Memorial Trust Fund
to Jeffrey Risbridger (Headmaster) and
William Dyson and Joanne Omidvaran
of St Cecilia’s School Sutherland
Grove.

King was a visionary who not only introduced the tutorial system, diligence assessments
,the Parents Association and a Careers Master, but was also instrumental in the building
of the fives courts and swimming pool. He pioneered international student exchanges and
the introduction of Technical Studies alongside the more academic grammar stream. King
was a radical thinker and had a remarkable presence. He was at the forefront of
Comprehensive Education and was appointed C.B.E. for his services as a teacher and
innovative educationalist.
As a student at Wandsworth, I was somewhat in awe of his imposing stature but the over
years, and as a teacher myself, I learned that his contribution was enormous on all fronts.
It is with pride therefore that I can report that Geoffrey Risbridger, Headmaster of St
Cecilia's School, has agreed to erect a fund in the name of H.R.K. and that the Trustees of
the OW's Memorial Trust have agreed to a startup donation. Hopefully, the new fund will
strengthen our future ties with both school and students. (Text is based on an article published in the Link and written by HA (Horace Aubrey)

The donation will be used to initiate a
fund in the name of H. Raymond King
which will hopefully perpetuate the
standards set by HRK throughout his
lifetime.

On the social side Phil gave the group a
guided tour of the House of Commons
and the Lords, and explained what was
meant by ‘in the bag’ and why nervous
MP’s due to speak in the chamber ran
their hand over the polished toe of
Winston Churcill’s statue before entering.
He also explained why a deep red curtain had been hung around the balcony
area of the Lords on the advent of the
mini-skirt in the 1960’s.
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Coping With Cancer
By

Phil Hope MP (Ex Pupil)

(The MP for Corby and East Northamptonshire writes about his personal battle against illness.)
This article was copied and slightly modified from the pages of BBC Northamptonshire

"The results show that you have Hodgkins Lymphoma."

A short sentence for a consultant to say but a life sentence for me to hear.

Face to face with the doctor, it came as a hammer blow. I can
remember blinking back the tears and walking off down the
hospital corridor to get a grip on myself. I'd had a problem of
acute itching that I thought was an allergy. I had not considered
it could be a relatively rare symptom of lymph cancer.

I thought this simply couldn't be me - an MP with a constituency to serve and the Minister for Skills with a vital government
programme to deliver. How would Allison and my two children
cope? And the inevitable question - was I going to die?

Phil Hope after winning against cancer

That was last December and Christmas was awful. My Dad was already receiving treatment for prostrate cancer and
emotions were all over the place. On Boxing Day everyone had to wear jumpers and coats indoors as the heating was
off to keep me cool to relieve the chronic itching.
When the news broke publicly I was overwhelmed by the hundreds of messages of support. It gave me a huge lift and
I was struck by how many people had a similar experience with a friend or member of their family.

Be Positive

One core message came through - be positive. So I made my mind up from the start. I was not going to allow the possibility of the worst. I literally banned myself from thinking about dying as it was simply not going to happen. I determined to dig deep, work throughout the treatment and get cured. This wasn't about being brave, but deliberately creating the mindset that I would defeat the cancer whatever it took.

Of course it was the NHS that actually cured me. Within a fortnight of the diagnosis I was having my first session of
chemotherapy. I sat with other patients in the Centenary wing of Kettering Hospital in the first of eight sessions of
highly toxic chemicals being pumped into my arm for three hours. That was weird. And throughout I was given a level
of professional care and personal support that was simply outstanding.

January 2007 (from a BBC interview with Phil)

Every fortnight I would get my blood taken by a cheery group of medical vampires then went to meet my consultant.
I'm sure that all NHS doctors are good but Matthew Lyttleton is exceptional - unshakeable professionalism, someone
I literally trust with my life, who treats me as an equal and is completely charming. Then upstairs to the chemo nurses who always made me laugh. Theirs is an emotionally tough job. But their competence, their unfailing humour and
their making me feel I was part of their 'family' made a real difference.

Boxing Match

I was lucky. The side effects were unpleasant - nausea, tiredness, hair loss and a disgusting taste in my mouth for a
few days every fortnight. Like athletes who use mental images to help their performance I conjured up the picture of
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an eight-round boxing match where I would cope well with the opening exchanges, be pretty battered in the closing
stages but know I would be the winner in the end.
But my side effects were nothing compared to some of my fellow cancer patients. I was inspired by one young guy,
Andy, who was getting treated at the same time as me and who I saw begin vomiting almost as soon as the drugs hit
his veins. To keep coming back each fortnight knowing it will be that awful is what I call courage - he is a genuine
Rocky in the fight against cancer.
I was pleased that I managed to keep working throughout the treatment
My staff in the constituency office and my DfES team were superb in
setting up new ways of working.

"I conjured up
the picture of
an eight-round
boxing match."

Without an immune system I couldn't meet people, visit schools or local organisations, travel on public transport or
even walk through the lobbies to vote in the House of Commons. So I relied heavily on efficient paperwork and email systems to work from home.I made pre-recorded video speeches, held telephone and video meetings, and relied
on people systemically cleaning every surface I regularly touched.
Most bizarre was being physically inspected in my office by the Conservative whip to establish I really was in the
Palace of Westminster to allow another MP to vote on my behalf. My parliamentary and ministerial colleagues were
also unselfishly generous in helping out - taking on ministerial tasks for me in the House, speaking on my behalf at
events around the country or just inviting me round to dinner as I couldn't eat out in public.

Back to work in Parliament

I celebrated the end of the chemotherapy and the restoration of my immune system by returning to the despatch box
in the Commons to answer questions about apprenticeships. The warmth of the reception from all sides of the House
was very generous but it was the backhanded compliment of a 'business as usual' knockabout with the Tories minutes
later that pleased me most.

The following day I joined local Labour candidates in a pub for dinner and said what a pleasure it was to buy a round
of drinks for the first time in four months. This was only slightly marred by one councillor shouting 'no change there
then'.

May 2007: from interview with Phil Hope MP

I am now just finishing daily radiotherapy at Northampton hospital as part of a
'belt-and-braces' treatment regime, all too aware of the many cancer patients
who are still under the chemical cosh or who sadly, like my old friend Jimmy
Kane, could not be cured.
"The CT scan shows the treatment has been successful and you have the all
clear."

This sentence by my consultant has given me my life back. I am deeply grateful to the NHS and to all those who gave me so much love and support. I have
a future now and as an MP, a government minister and a father I intend to make
the most of it.

Phil’s Profile

Aged 52 (19/4/1955)
Education: Wandsworth Comprehensive School; St. Luke's College, Exeter University.
Parliamentary Career: 1997 elected MP for Corby and East Northants. Minister for the Third Sector

Audio and Video links related to this article require Realplayer
http://www.bbc.co.uk/northamptonshire/content/articles/2007/06/12/coping_with_cancer_feature.shtml
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Ali Snare

Letters From Grant Holders

My summer visit to Uganda 2007

I eventually found my partner and he was so kind, wanted to take
my bags, asked how my family is and how is England - it was
almost as if we had met before and we were already good
friends!

Throughout the trip I got to know Haruna really well as we did
everything together and I also had the chance to learn about his
way of living and the simple lifestyle that he and his fellow students live compared to the way we live in England.
Throughout the three week visit we :-

Visited local jungles where there were many monkeys and Held
group bonding sessions on the most beautiful beach on the island
by Lake Victoria which we were not allowed to go in as there is
a lot of the water disease, Bilharzia. We could play volley ball
Ali Snare and dad Paul
here and this is where we started to teach both the girls and boys
how to play rugby, it was the most picturesque place ever to play
On the 11th July 2007 I (Ali Snare) ventured out of Europe for rugby! As none of the partners had ever heard of rugby nor did
the first time in my life to go and explore and learn about the
totally different cultures of Uganda. I went with 10 other students and 4 teachers from Burford School in Oxfordshire. I
had no idea what I was getting myself into!
The trip was part of a 2-year exchange programmme with
Bishop Dunstan School in the region of Kalangala, which is
situated on one of 84 very small Sesse Islands on Lake Victoria
in Uganda. The programme, called the Uganda Link, is the
longest running link in the UK and has been awarded charitable status. This was the thirteenth exchange of students. Our
teachers paired us up with a Ugandan partner and we had the
chance to write to them before we went out to see them.
My partner is called Haruna Saunna; he is 18 and studies geography, physics, chemistry, maths, biology and economics.

Mosis, Ali and Harruna

We finally got a ferry over to the island from the capital city of
Kampala on the 12th of July. As we arrived we were loaded
into tiny minibuses and our bags were taken by a pick-up truck
off to the school. As we drove across the paradise island hundreds of small children chased our shaky mini bus down the
red dusty tracks all the way to the school, they were screaming
and doing Red Indian like noises and singing.
When we arrived at the school all 200 of the students from the
school surrounded our minibus and carried on singing. It was
so overwhelming and I was so nervous as I was dragged out
and given about a million hugs, greetings and handshakes!

Forward pass!
they understand how to play or what the rules were, there was a
slight communication barrier at first but eventually we got them
started on a small ball skills drill of basic passing. However this
took a while till they all fully understood how to pass a ball with
two hands and they were trying to spin it with both ends which
was quite amusing. After a solid hour of starting to run and pass
we were all pretty shattered and baking in the heat, so we decided to rest in the shade of palm trees with a warm coca cola which
we all bought our partners and which only cost the equivalent of
10p.
Slept in the boarding house dormitories which were basically a
big maze of mosquito nets (bought by our fundraising) and
smelly boarding boys.
Showered with a cup of water and a non existent shower which
was quite fun.

Cooked with the school dinner lady in her back garden; this
included chopping fire wood and peeling potatoes, bananas, cassava, etc, stewing meat, mashing peanuts, slicing fruit and then
cooking them.
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Attended a church service where the whole town had a chance to
meet us and we exchanged dances and songs; we had to sing
"Bread of heaven", "Yellow submarine" and various primary
school songs which the Ugandans could also sing along to.

Taught our partners from scratch how to use their new school
computers.

HELLO from
Ghana

Early e.mail From
Olivia Liddiard

Did an educational visit to the island's palm oil plantation which
is actually owned by a foreign company called Bidico. This day Well where can I start. The
provoked a lot of different opinions and debates as we were shown last seven days have been a
rollercoaster!
around this massive plantation.

Took part in the lessons at their school, where I taught geography I started off by arriving in
with about 40 people in the class and with the teacher at the front. Accra,only 2 and a half
hours late, and as I walked out of the airport I felt like a deer
Taught touch rugby with 3 of my fellow Burford students to 4 pri- looking in to head lights, I couldn't believe I had finally arrived
and this was going to be my home for the next 6 months.
mary schools.
The best part of my whole Uganda experience was the home stays
with Haruna. Here I would come home from school at about
8.30pm and we then went to collect water. During one of my home
stays, as a treat for Haruna, I hired us out a moped which turned
out to be about £1.70 for 3 hours; we were then able to drive
around the island, collecting a pineapple from a farm in the middle of nowhere, collecting fresh tilapia fish from the lake at a
small fishing village as well as visiting nearly every single one of
the English students in their new homes with their huge families,
all in different locations but many in the heart of the jungle in mini
villages made of mud huts.

My first impressions of Ghana. After Frances and the driver had
picked us up, were busy, chaotic and the surroundings were just
completely different from what I’ve experienced before...you
buy water from the side of the road and drink it out of plastic
bags, as well as ice cream.

The Ghanaians are very friendly, if anything over friendly and
are happy to assist you with anything you need. So far I’ve had
5 ‘I love you's’ and 4 marriage proposals, lol! Everywhere you
go they shout Broonie, Broonie - to us that means foreigner, it’s
To round the trip off, took a bus with our partners to drive through quite amusing to hear it from a 2 yr old when walking along the
Queen Elizabeth National Park, which was stocked full of fantas- side of the road.
tic African animals such as lions, elephants, zebra, giraffes, cheetah, leopard, hippo, buffalo, wild birds, warthog, antelope, croco- The women here are amazing!! The amount of produce they
diles etc. We were able to also take a canal trip to get a closer look carry on the head for hours on end is astonishing! and they do
at the crocodiles, hippos, buffalo and the drinking places which it all with babies strapped to their backs as they get on and off
trotros that are crammed full and so tight...I felt sorry for the
was amazing.
babies getting bashed around but by the Ghanaians attitudes
As you can see I made the most of my time there in Uganda and with children, I think they must be used to it.
hope to return possibly in my gap year after university to return to
see my partner Haruna and visit many of my new friends and Audrey was the first lady who we stayed with, and it was very
teachers from the island,as I feel I could give more to the island. strange to see young children as house help. Children usually
become house help out here when other family members are
unable to look after them but the majority of them are treated
well and still attend school to get an education.
Audrey was lovely and very hospitable, but I can not say the
same for the beds, considering when two of us sat on one to go
to sleep it broke! lol! However, after all the emails about water
shortages I received before I went, I was quite amazed to have
running water and a flushing toilet. It wasn't until I reach
Kumasi that I noticed the difference as I am currently showering out of a bucket - that's including washing my hair, lol! and
the electricity goes out about 6pm - 12am so eating dinner in
the dark has become the norm.

q

Ugandan Pub?

My family in Kumasi are wonderful! Ma and Kofie are the parents. They have four children, one of whom is at uni, but MG,
Nana and Sawo all live at home, including their two cousins
Evette and Ivan and their uncle. Therefore the house is
extremely busy, but it’s great to be around a big family all the
time, I’m loving it! (cont.)
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The
food is taking some getting used to, lots of carbs and very
.
spicy, but Tim - the guy already here - is brilliant, he has lots
of stories to tell about his travels and is more than happy to Jack Clements
show me around. The two girls I’m with - Nicki and Holly - are
lovely, although Holly is a little quiet for my liking, but sweet This year at university the funding from Old Wandsworthians
all the same.
has really helped me on my TV course. I have learnt how to
use industry standard TV equipment, and a professional stanThe other day we all went for a trip to the Lake which was dard TV studio. Within my last year I have also made several
enclosed amongst lots of hills where you could see the women films including a 5 minute documentary on the local
cooking dinner outside, as is commonly found in Ghana, usu- Bournemouth Aquarium. I have also made several producally on the streets. But guess who got burnt? - me and I am now tions of my own. Living on my own has also been an experiin quite a bit of pain! I’ve just finished my first day at the ence which I feel has helped me gain more confidence and
orphanage and it was extremely difficult to see some of the become more independent. Although I was still more than
sights and know how to deal with young children who have happy to come home after a year so mummy could do all my
mental disabilities, I’m there for the rest of the week and am washing and ironing and also feed me some proper food. I am
not expecting it to be an easy week, if anything it’s going to be still waiting to hear about my exchange with a Canadian stuvery intense and emotionally draining !
dent so I can study a term in Canada doing the same course. I
am really looking forward to the next year at University and
I’m sorry if this email sounds rushed but my time is running hope I carry on developing and learning new skills
out and the computer is very slow!

OW’S HALL OF FAME

Tony Watts - Wandsworth School 1949 - 1954

Born two years before WWII started. I spent the war years in Wandsworth. In between
running to the shelters I watched German bombing raids, runaway barrage balloons,
the sky alight with anti-aircraft shells, searchlights and incendiaries and listened to the
drone of doodle bugs and to Lord Haw-Haw (on our accumulator powered radio)
explaining that the factories at the end of our street were going to be bombed tomorrow. My hobbies at this time were collecting hot shrapnel, exploring bombed out
buildings and training to be a hooligan. I also experienced life in the shelters when a
V1 exploded 200 yards from where we lived and when the first V2 exploded a mile
away in Summerstown.

Once peace arrived I saw my first bananas and oranges and ended my primary schooling by getting a scholarship to Wandsworth
GS. At the interview with HRK I met Barrie Smith and Peter Pierce and we went through school together in the same forms and
sets throughout, competing to be top of the class, going to dance lessons at Arthur Road and trying to get uppers in sports. The
three of us eventually played for the first XV together and got our first introduction to the Old Boys. Pete and I both left at the
end of the fifth year and continued our education through day release schemes. Barrie stayed on for two more years and I think
he eventually got into the 6th Form. Peter and I started playing for the OWRFC when we were demobbed from Wandsworth
School, and as we were only working for peanuts I had to cycle from Tooting and Wandsworth to the White Heart at Kingston,
play for the extra 'A' and cycle home again. I became a keen cyclist and most Sundays throughout the year would pedal off with
the Circle Racing Club to Brighton, Littlehampton, Portsmouth and other coastal towns. I also played right back for Armoury
Way FC. All this led to clashes of interest and one weekend I played rugby on Saturday, rode in a 30 mile time trial over the Hogs
Back course in the early morning on the Sunday and a football cup final in the afternoon.

However, the influence of the OW fraternity pulled me away from such diversions and under the tutelage of Bob Hammond,
Derek Finch, Tom Boucher, Murray Deards and Fullers Ale I immersed myself in the OWs. Rugby and table tennis in the winter
and rugby netball and cricket in the summer. Then came the momentous decision to buy the ground at Claygate in 1957 and for
most OW’s the ground became our way of life, a community and a second home and still provides great memories; including
begging and borrowing materials to build the clubhouse and refurbishing a BMW petrol driven generator in Jimmy Lyon's shed
in Twilley Street. The generator had been the standby generator on the roof of the Lancaster Hotel in Bayswater throughout the
war and rebuilding it took Peter Shillingford, Reg and Ted Sparkes and me many evenings, over six long winter months and it
was a sight to behold when after so much effort and hard work we manage to get it to light up a 50 watt bulb. The generator went
on to light and heat the clubhouse for some years and added much to the evenings when it would put us all in the dark. Building
the clubhouse was rewarding and cemented lifelong friendships through our combined efforts - digging the septic tank, drainage
and footings, erecting the second hand building, carpentry, laying concrete slabs, laying the cricket square, mowing and rolling
were all par for the course. Great characters and families - the Muntons, Dickers, Haywoods, Finches, Bouchers, Hammonds,
Forresters, Normans, Macleans and more all working towards a common Goal.
Then in 1958 everthing we had worked for came to fruition the ground was officially opened in the presence of the assembled
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dignatories which included HRK. By this time I was vice captain of the club under Tom Boucher and in 1959 became club captain.
Our efforts in building the clubhouse were matched by our team efforts on the playing field. The OWRFC became very successful
and at one stage fielded six teams each week. The first XV lost very few games in the years through to 1966 and claimed the scalps
of many of the leading London Old Boy Teams of the day - Surbitonians, Wimbledonians, Barking Park, Reigatians, Raynes Park,
Hertfordians, Bec etc. We ran our own sevens competition with teams from all around taking part and won the first tournament by
defeating Bec Old Boys in the final - I scored the winning try!
The 1960s were golden years for old boys sides around the country and during that time our 1st XV had some great matches and
our teams were a blend of experience, youth and toughness; playing hard and for the most part training hard. During this period I
played for the 1st XV mostly at open side wing forward by preference although I often played centre when called upon. In my best
season I scored 22 tries - when a try was 3 points. The club regularly fielded a Sunday XV with many of us playing two games over
the weekend. Sunday rugby was much more enjoyable - not taking penalty kicks at goal and throwing the balls around in the 25 not worrying if we lost - he lied.

In 1965 I moved to Birmingham to read for a MSc and while I was there I played for one of the Mosley teams. When I returned to
London I again played for the 1st XV and then skippered the A team. In 1971 I moved to Newbury and played for their 1st XV for
a season and then the lower sides. In 1973 I tired of the travel involved in playing there and opted to travel from Newbury each week
and once again play for the Old Boys in Ian Macleans' magnificent vets side. It was great to be back!

Eventually I retired from playing in my forties. I am currently custodian of OW photographic archive. My current website has a
150 or so photographs and in recent years I have scrounged more images from many OW's and I am tasked with putting them all
on a new website and CDs to make them available to all OW's. It is a real privilege to have known and still be in contact with the
OW's I have known since 1949 and to regularly meet up with them to rekindle memories and relive our youth.
Favourite stories: remaining unbeaten by county chess player Peter Eastwood since I checkmated him in the 1960s; Dick Moody
and the coal scuttle and his broken leg; Bernard Munton and his lost teeth; feather plucking at the Webbington Country Club; Mickey
Stemp and the Tank; and many more.

In The Footsteps of Old Wandsworthians

The steps to the old school figured in dozens of black and white photographs of the staff and prefects over several decades. They
were the perfect backdrop and also simplified the need for a complex seating plan. Invariably the Head sat in the middle of the front
row with senior staff to the right and left of him. The same was true for the prefects with the lower order struggling to be seen at the
back or round the edges. Once the School had become a Comprehensive the stage was changed and a cast of hundreds were arranged
somewhat akwardly outside the great hall.
The steps now lead up to the entrance of a number of luxury appartments. They are walled on both sides and stone slabs cover the
old red bricks. Those of us who visited St Cecilia’s on the 3rd of July, 2007 could not resist the final snap.

Jeffrey Risbridger headmaster of St Cecilia’s joins OW’S and former staff on the
steps of the Old School.
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Micky Brown

June 4th 1932 -July 7th 2007

As many are aware Micky Brown passed away peacefully with his family around him on Saturday
July 7th after finally losing his battle with cancer which he fought with courage and dignity.

Mick was born in a private hospital in Bolingbrook Grove, Battersea Rise and spent his early days
living in the area around Queens Town Road where he attended Tennyson Street School. After
leaving school he went on to train as a print compositor at L.J. Page off the Merton Road and in
his early 30s he started up a printing empire which at one point employed over 100 people. His son
Andrew and Andy Archer (both Old Dubs) learnt their trades in his company.

As most of you know, Mick played for the Old Dubs back in the 50's as a flanker and loved his
rugby and the club. He was extremely proud of the fact that all three of his sons Chris, Steven and
Andrew played for many years for the old boys and Andrew is still pulling on the shirt. Even when
the boys were not playing, Mick would religiously come and watch every Saturday as long as I can remember, standing on the sidelines, Sheepskin on and fag going whatever the weather.

He came on many tours and drink ups, and there's hardly an Old Dub that does not have a funny story to tell about him. I remember when we were on tour in Bridport in 1993 and Mickey was the only person to have his suitcase nicked. The local Police sent
out an alert to look out for an opportunist probably wearing “a dodgy pair of speedy ducks”. One story that will always stick with
me was when touring in Portugal, the Hotel had a pool and the manager warned us that it was far too cold to swim in (red rag to a
bull for the Dubs) we all jumped in and then straight out. Micky, wondering what all the fuss was over, strolls up and takes a perfect swallow dive straight in. On surfacing Mick had turned completely blue with cold and we had to pull him out sharpish, we all
fell about laughing at the sight of him, teeth chattering, knees knocking, Mick was not far short of 70 years old then, such character.
There was also another side of Mick which lots of us knew and that was his generosity and kindness. Back in the early seventies
Wandsworth School's Rugby teams which included his son Chris were going on a tour organized by the late Jim Lindsey.
Unfortunately some of the money for the tour was stolen and the tour was off. Mick was having none of it and paid for all of it out
of his own money, such was the man. Whenever you were out with him or down the Dubs he would always insist on buying the
first round.

Many of us also played for the Old Blues rugby netball club which Mick ran for decades on Clapham Common and at one time or
another you would have received the obligatory tap on the backside with the words “go and get changed” which meant you were
in because he had run out of options. The many short summer seasons gained him many friends throughout rugby, including the
great Bob Hiller being just one of them.

We will all miss his funny stories and some of his great one liners, like ''Squeaky doors never fall off” and “dead parrots never fall
out of cages” we had no idea what they meant, but they always made us laugh. There is often a saying that is some times over used,
they don't make them like they used to. But in this case I think we would agree, there was only one Micky Brown. Mick, where
ever you are, it was a joy and a privilege knowing you. Martin Wapole

Dave Smith
(1941 - 2007)

Together with the Wandsworthians Rugby Football Club, we were saddened to hear that club
member Dave Smith passed away suddenly on the 20th July 2007, following a heart attack at
the age of 66. He leaves behind sons and fellow Dubs Martin and Peter, their mother Kath and
two grandchildren, Georgia and Harry.

Born in Ewhurst, Surrey, he moved to Wandsworth as a boy and went on to attend Wandsworth
Boys School, making him a genuine club Old Boy. He was a stalwart Dubs supporter over many
years, both in his own right and through sons Martin and Peter in later years. We will never forget the help he gave to the successful under 16 and under 19 sides trained by John Totham and
Gerry Johnston

His funeral took place on the 6th August 2007 at a small, well-attended service at St Mary Magdalen's Church, in the village of
Stowell in Somerset where he had lived for the past 17 years. Dave is pictured in May of this year when the whole family went
on holiday together, enjoying the quiet and peacefulness of the English countryside.
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Choir ‘boys' enjoy ‘romantic' reunion!

44 ex-choir members gathered for their sixth reunion on Saturday 6'
October 2007 at the now regular venue of St. Paul's Community Centre
in Southfields. The evening was well under way, with everyone catching
up with old friends and exchanging stories since they all last met, when
suddenly the hall was plunged into darkness. Quick checks were made
outside to see if it was a general cut, but alas, it was just us!

SCHOOL CHOIR REUNION

The caterers had everything prepared and were just about to start serving, but the major power failure in the hall suddenly stopped them in
their tracks. Despite the disruption, everyone carried on chatting to each
other as if nothing had happened, even if they had no idea who they were
talking to in the darkness! It's amazing how, without light, your eyes
magically begin to adjust to the unnatural surroundings.

The electricity board was quickly informed and thanks to Sam, the ever
reliable and conscientious caretaker, making a couple of polite but persistent telephone calls to EDF Energy, normality was restored within
about two hours. During that time, full advantage was taken of being in
a church hall and hundreds of small, but very effective candles were lit
and our `romantic' dinner got under way. Our caterers worked a miracle
in the semi-darkness and managed to serve us all the hot meal as
planned, without a hitch.
October 6th was of course the day that England's rugby team beat
Australia and got through to the World Cup semi-finals. That afternoon
result had us all focused on the evening match between New Zealand
and France, the winners being our next opponents.

But there was even more interest in the outcome as our caterer, Mark
Thompson, was from New Zealand and he had high hopes of stopping
us reaching the final. But alas, his World Cup hopes came crashing down
when the result came through that France had won! Fortunately, the
meal had been served by the time New Zealand had lost, so it was too
late to take it out on the English supporters by depriving them of their
dinner!
During the notices and announcements, thanks were again expressed to
the Trustees of the Old Wandsworthians' Memorial Trust for their continued support, and for the grant that we receive.

The evening was a great success and everyone is now looking forward
to the next reunion, which has already been booked for Saturday 4th
October 2008.

Old Wandsworthian Websites

6th October 2007
Those Present

Iain Coombes
Graham Day
Wilf Finbow
David Gibson
Ron Hollis
John Jewkes
Trevor Johnson
Brian Johnston
Chris Jolly
Chris Lacey
John Lally
Martin Lince
Mary Lince
Peter Love
Pat Morgan
John Munden
Michael Nicholls
Barry O'Shea
Mark Painter
Anne Painter
Geoff Park
Graham Preston
Ray Pritchard
Pat Read
Nelson Robetts
Brian Sawyer
Fred Shaub
Andy Smetham
Rob Smith
Nigel Spearing
Mark Stevens
Paul Stevens
Phil Stoneham
Ken Taylor
Adrian Thompson
Judy Thampson
George Willis
Alan Woods
Ian York

Memorial Trust:www.old-wandsworthians-trust.com
Wandsworthians RFC: http://www.wandsworthians.com
Old Wandsworthians Association. A site managed by: tony_watts@blueyonder.co.uk
Old Wandsworthians:wandsworthians.org.uk is managed by jim.carpenter@wandsworthians.org.uk

Trust Fund Applications

Application Forms for grants from the Memorial Trust Fund can be obtained by downloading from our website (see below) or by
post from David Pollard (Secretary), 21 The Ridge, Worcester Park, Surrey. KT4 8UD. Further information on the Trust may be
obtained from Bob Andrews (Chairman) Swiss Cottage, Nower Road, Dorking, Surrey. RH4 3BX.
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Wandsworthians RFC 2007-2008

We're working hard both on the field and off it to build the club and keep it going. And we'd like to say firstly how much we
much we appreciate your support in that regard - come on the Dubs!

Committee Election & Activity

Following the successful introduction of an annual planning process last season, the new committee has agreed a new
Development Plan for the 2007/8 season setting out our goals, budget and planned activity to achieve these goals. Copies of
the plan are available to any paid-up club member on request.

Wandsworthians RFC - Committee Positions 2007/8
Club President:
Club Chairman:
Club Captain:
Team Secretary:
Press / Recruitment Officer:
1st Team Captain:

Ian Plummer
Dominic Brockes
Mark Callis
Andy Archer
Mark Lucy
Paul Cooper

Wandsworthians 2007-2008 Season
Played
8

Social Events:

Won
5

Drawn
0

theplumms@blueyonder.co.uk 07956 324080
dominic_brockes@standardlife.com 07712 485985
mark@markcallis.orangehome.co.uk 07860 254685
andyarcher@eaglemoss.co.uk 07947 823377
mark@mlucy.freeserve.co.uk 07876 686324
paul.cooper@blaketurner.com 07967 014788

Surrey Division 4
Lost
3

League Position 4th

Points For
137

Against Difference
95
53

Pts
10

Club Dinner Dance - 26th April 2008 - venue now confirmed as Imber Court
Make a diary date now for our main social event of the year - we are looking for a big attendance this year from Dubs new
and old!
Tour Dates announced - 16th to 18th May 2008
Be afraid - the Dubs are going on tour. No idea where we are going but does it matter?

If you would like more information on the club or are interested in becoming a member please contact
Mark Lucy on 07960 868392 or at mark@mlucy.freeserve.co.uk.

The club website is very professionally set up and managed and every point seems to covered with great care to detail. Club
members and Old Dubs can access up to date facts on games, social events and club policy for the coming years. Particularly
good is the library of images for past and present seasons. The club continues to put out the message of a friendly group of people who thoroughly enjoy the game and the social life associated with playing rugby! All the images of the games are supplied
courtesy of: Tanya Hughes, Freelance Sports Photographer.
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Kilimanjaro Climb

After training walks on the North and South downs, many
of which gravitated to the Harvey's brewery in Lewes [well
you have to have a target] Mick White and myself Steve
Murray found ourselves at the Ethiopian airlines check in
desk Heathrow. We were bound for Addis Abbaba, tand
then Tanzania, to take on the highest free standing mountain in the world Kilimanjaro; standing nearly 20,000 feet
or 6km above sea level. Why? mid-life crisis! pure adventure, because its there, who knows, who cares? Plonking
down in equatorial Africa, we met 10 other like minded
souls, all of whom, suddenly realised it was too late to
change their mind.

After a night in a ropy hotel [discovered why its called the
dark continent, they only have 40watt bulbs] we pulled out
in an over-loaded truck for a 5 hour drive on corrugated
dirt track around the base of Kilimanjaro.We arrived at a
timber shanty town, inhabited by the blokes who were to
become our porters. The actual trek began at the Rongai
Gate at 1600m, and en route we passed through the farmland of the lower slopes, dense rain forest, and alpine
moorland around 2600m - after 5 hours walking we made
camp. Behind was a breathtaking view of the Masai plain.
With the morning came a gin clear sight of the snow covered beast we had dared to challenge, it had shown itself
appearing from the clouds of the previous day an awe
inspiring monster which filled you full of wonderment.
How the hell are we going to get up that?

Photo by: Sandra Kip and Jeroen Kuiper

11.00 O'clock the night sky ablaze with a billion stars the whole
crew had passed muster and we set off, at a snails pace, crunching
up the frozen scree - 5 hours of relentless zig zagging. When a check
was taken 3 of the crew had unfortunately been bashed on the head
by the frying pan of altitude sickness and were forced to decend,
after reaching 17000 feet - sadly Mick was one of them.

The scree finally gave way, but only to a sheer climb of rocks boulders and ice, at this point the savagery intensified, for an hour and
half, I managed only 10 steps at a time then had to stop to gulp for
20 or 30 breathes of dry freezing useless air. I owe an enormous debt
of gratitude to Ramsun for keeping me going [the bullying bastard].
As if by magic after a few more boulders there were the rest of the
team sitting at Gilman’s Point 5685m the first peak on the crater.
They were looking at the most amazing pink, yellow and blue sunrise wrapped around the curve of the earth, a pillow of clouds 1000’s
Back to reality [bloody camping , should be reserved for of feet below.
cub scouts and halfwits] breakfast was eaten in the chill of
the morning air. We then set out on the second days walk a With the light came a few moments that can only be described as
1100m accent, taking us up to the rarified air of the high mountain madness, Jon was convinced his toes had dropped off with
desert and a camp at 3700m; managing to ignore the frostbite. Like an alien out of star trek Richard, a 50 year old
strength of the sun at this altitude we both got severely Welshman seemed to have aged 100 years over night. Tooting Tim
burnt legs. The first effects of altitude occurred during the declared he was going for the summit NOW then promptly headed
night with people unable to sleep waking gasping for air off back down the mountain and Bob started having a row with himand panic attacks. [Strangely Mick organised a game of self, which turned into a complete wobbler. I of course was comtouch rugby in the morning] The third day was acclimati- pletely sane, I just couldn't find the pub wobbly Bob had been too.
sation day, so we poodled up 400m received a team talk
from Ramsun the head guide on what to expect on the next Uhura Peak the actual summit was another 200m ascent and at the
couple of days. Then we returned the same camp. It far end of the crater along the ridge of snow and ice - a 3 hour round
worked with a good nights sleep experienced by most of us trip. [Do I really need it?] I had no choice I had to get the phoinspite of the now arctic temperature at night.
tographwith only one thing higher than me in Africa, tied to the top
of the post a Wandsworth badge. WE SERVE [I would like to have
Game on! and up and ready for action, well after warming been served a pint and a bloody helicopter at this point.] Ten hours
up a bit with a few cups of tea and some porridge. We of punishment for 5 minutes at the summit, taking in the grandeur
undertook sharp 1000m climb over a volcanic moonscape and victory of the momen. Then Ramsun starts barking again about
until we were at the base camp of Kibo 4700m - a strange how dangerous it is up there in the sun, got to get down ASAP. Just
junction of ascenders and descenders-mingling in the waft- can't win with the bloke!
ing clouds and dawdling about slowly due to lack of oxygen. 5 o'clock in the afternoon water bottles were handed Slipping and sliding along the snow and ice of the rim, managing not
in to be filled, and after all the preparation was done, we to fall the 100 meters down to the crater floor, we finally got back to
rested until 10.00 0’clock; emerging from our tents like a Gilman's point, done it or so it seemed. As we turned the corner I
platoon of Michelin men, head torches glaring in the freez- looked down. Oh my god! how did I get up that? There below was
ing air. A serious mood had taken over, Ramsun was doing full on scary 200m of sheer rocks snow and ice, then 1000m of 60
the rounds checking then double checking people for signs degree scree. Tired and dehydrated, I just wanted to rest, but forgot
of fatigue or mountain sickness nobody at this stage want- Ramsun.was there to hurry us up. He was like a bouncer chucking
ed to be denied the opportunity of having a go at the sum- me off the
(cont)
mit.
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Photo Archive

mountain, the last few hundred metres, the indignity was
complete with the Tanzanian ambulance being summoned,
two porters one either side, arms linked sliding me down the
1956 was a critical time in the history of Wandsworth School. The
scree. Oh misery!
Headmaster and staff had been toiling hard to produce a blueprint
Mick was back at the Kibo base, camera in hand. It was good for the new Comprehensive School and the new buildings were
to see he had fully recovered from the previous night, after nearing completion ready to take the first intake of hundreds of
some fluids to rehydrate and a couple of hours rest the camp new pupils.
was struck in theearly afternoon and the team headed down
the 1000m to Horombo camp - back to a breathable 3700m. Staff numbers were set to increase dramatically and the photo
It had been a long time without food or a proper sleep. below is probably the last to be taken, not on the famous steps, but
However, the mountain still had one last surprise up its in front of the main door to the old school.
sleeve, the reverse effects of altitude, which it is said "can
turn your backside into a cat flap on the Aswan dam",I'm not Those present were:
saying it did but a jumbo pack of pampers might have been
Back Row: Simpson (Schoolkeeper), Thomas (Office), Gibson,
handy.
Payne, Evans, George, Thom, Kankan, Tremayne, Waters, Hill,
The last day on Kilimanjaro and another beautiful azure sky, Austin, Ackland, Coate-Bond, Mercer, Haggard, Jennet
and the snow topped peak behind us we walked down (Assistant School Keeper).
through the alpine moorland, on to the steeper paths of the
jungle trails. We spotted a monkey, or squirrel, rat or some- Middle Row: Hodgkinson, Solomon, Clode, Ascher, Fenn,
thing up a tree, [didn't impress me, I'm not nature boy?]. H.R. King, Bachuus, Elves, Aubrey, Keyte, Lewennik.
After 7 odd hours we reached Marangu Gate the exit to the
Kilimanjaro National Park and felt a bit sorry for the people Front Row: Lince, Thew (Office), Burgess, Mrs Sawyer (Lab
just starting their journey, having to see the state of us, more Asst), Miss Chambers (Office), Mrs Soy (Cook), McKinley.
to the point smell us 6 days without a shower,
Staff not in image were: Levy, Louis Fenn, Gouldstone and
We loaded up the truck 3 hours later and soon we were in the Burnett.
hotel bar Arushia, necking Kilimanjaro, and Tusker lager at
70p a pint nice! Few of us had our priorities right so that long Total including Headmaster 30.
awaited shower had to wait another day.

School Staff 1956
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